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Cave art painting occurred about 7, years old in Baja California Peninsula. Culturally and geographically very
distinct from Mesoamerica, indigenous peoples inhabited the region since the end of the Pleistocene. This
enabled the transition from paleo-Indian hunter-gatherers to sedentary agricultural villages beginning around
BC. The most powerful rulers had religious and political power, organizing construction of large ceremonial
centers developed. Olmec cultural traits diffused through Mexico into other formative-era cultures in Chiapas,
Oaxaca and the Valley of Mexico. The formative period saw the spread of distinct religious and symbolic
traditions, as well as artistic and architectural complexes. During this period the first true Mesoamerican
writing systems were developed in the Epi-Olmec and the Zapotec cultures. The Mesoamerican writing
tradition reached its height in the Classic Maya Hieroglyphic script. Teotihuacan, with a population of more
than , people, had some of the largest pyramidal structures in the pre-Columbian Americas. At this time,
during the Epi-Classic, Nahua peoples began moving south into Mesoamerica from the North, and became
politically and culturally dominant in central Mexico, as they displaced speakers of Oto-Manguean languages.
Toward the end of the post-Classic period, the Mexica established dominance. In , with the publication of the
work of William H. Prescott, it was adopted by most of the world, including 19th-century Mexican scholars
who considered it a way to distinguish present-day Mexicans from pre-conquest Mexicans. This usage has
been the subject of debate since the late 20th century. It was a discontinuous empire because not all dominated
territories were connected; for example, the southern peripheral zones of Xoconochco were not in direct
contact with the center. The hegemonic nature of the Aztec empire was demonstrated by their restoration of
local rulers to their former position after their city-state was conquered. The Aztec did not interfere in local
affairs, as long as the tributes were paid. Along with this practice, they avoided killing enemies on the
battlefield. Their warring casualty rate was far lower than that of their Spanish counterparts, whose principal
objective was immediate slaughter during battle. Over the next centuries Mexican indigenous cultures were
gradually subjected to Spanish colonial rule. The Spanish first learned of Mexico during the Juan de Grijalva
expedition of The natives kept "repeating: After taking control of that city, he moved on to the Aztec capital.
It killed more than 3 million natives as they had no immunity. Any population estimate of pre-Columbian
Mexico is bound to be a guess but 8â€”12 million is often suggested for the area encompassed by the modern
nation. Smallpox was a devastating disease: At first, the Aztecs believed the epidemic was a punishment from
an angry god, but they later accepted their fate and no longer resisted the Spanish rule. Much of the identity,
traditions and architecture of Mexico developed during the year colonial period. The Spanish Monarch was the
maximum authority in New Spain and ruled via a viceroy. The Kingdom of New Spain was created from the
remnants of the Aztec hegemonic empire. Subsequent enlargements, such as the conquest of the Tarascan state
, resulted in the creation of the Viceroyalty of New Spain in The Viceroyalty at its greatest extent included the
territories of modern Mexico, Central America as far south as Costa Rica, and the western United States. The
indigenous population stabilized around one to one and a half million individuals in the 17th century from the
most commonly accepted five to ten million pre-contact population. The population decline was primarily the
result of communicable diseases, particularly smallpox , introduced during the Columbian Exchange. During
the three hundred years of the colonial era, Mexico received between , and , Europeans, between , [64] and ,
Africans [65] and between 40, and , Asians. Upper administrative offices were closed to native-born people,
even those of pure Spanish blood criollos. Administration was based on the racial separation of the population
among "Republics" of Spaniards, Amerindians and castas , autonomous and directly dependent on the king
himself. The Marian apparitions to Saint Juan Diego gave impetus to the evangelization of central Mexico.
The Virgin of Guadalupe became a symbol of criollo patriotism [68] and was used by the insurgents that
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followed Miguel Hidalgo during the War of Independence. The rich deposits of silver, particularly in
Zacatecas and Guanajuato , resulted in silver extraction dominating the economy of New Spain. Taxes on
silver production became a major source of income for Spain. Other important industries were the haciendas
functioning under the encomienda and repartimiento systems and mercantile activities in the main cities and
ports. Wealth created during the colonial era spurred the development of New Spanish Baroque. As a result of
its trade links with Asia, the rest of the Americas, Africa and Europe and the profound effect of New World
silver , central Mexico was one of the first regions to be incorporated into a globalized economy. Being at the
crossroads of trade, people and cultures, Mexico City has been called the "first world city ". Goods were taken
from Veracruz to Atlantic ports in the Americas and Spain. Veracruz was also the main port of entry in
mainland New Spain for European goods, immigrants, and African slaves. Due to the importance of central
New Spain, Mexico was the location of the first printing shop , first university , first public park , and first
public library in the Americas, amongst other institutions. The Academy of San Carlos was the first major
school and museum of art in the Americas. Spanish forces, sometimes accompanied by native allies, led
expeditions to conquer territory or quell rebellions through the colonial era. Among the best-known pirate
attacks are the Sack of Campeche and Attack on Veracruz. Many Mexican cultural features including tequila ,
first distilled in the 16th century, charreria 17th , mariachi 18th and Mexican cuisine , a fusion of American
and European particularly Spanish cuisine, arose during the colonial era. Hidalgo and some of his soldiers
were captured and executed by firing squad in Chihuahua , on July 31, The conflicts that arose from the mids
had a profound effect because they were widespread and made themselves perceptible in the vast rural areas of
the countries, involved clashes between castes, different ethnic groups and haciendas, and entailed a deepening
of the political and ideological divisions between republicans and monarchists. A revolt against him in
established the United Mexican States. In , a Republican Constitution was drafted and Guadalupe Victoria
became the first president of the newly born country. Central America, including Chiapas, left the union. In
president Guerrero abolished legalized slavery. There was constant strife between Liberals, supporters of a
federal form of government , and Conservatives, who proposed a hierarchical form of government.
Resentment built up from California to Texas. Both the mission system and the presidios had collapsed after
the Spanish withdrew from the colony, causing great disruption especially in Alta California and New Mexico.
The people in the borderlands had to raise local militias to protect themselves from hostile Native Americans.
These areas developed in different directions from the center of the country.
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In all but 11 films he played the leading part. October Born at 1: In the comic "Preacher", his ghost appears in
several issues, clothed in his traditional gunfighter outfit, as a mentor to the hero of the series, Jesse Custer.
Bond set a sheet of newspaper down in a doorway, Wayne stood on one end, and Bond slammed the door in
his face, shouting "Try and hit me now! His favorite drink was Sauza Commemorativo Tequila, and he often
served it with ice that he had chipped from an iceberg during one of his voyages on his yacht, "The Wild
Goose". The part was eventually given to Lee Marvin. He also felt that the film portrayed the military in a bad
light. The evening before a shoot he was trying to get some sleep in a Las Vegas hotel. The suite directly
below his was that of Frank Sinatra never a good friend of Wayne , who was having a party. The noise kept
Wayne awake, and each time he made a complaining phone call it quieted temporarily but each time
eventually grew louder. The party noise stopped. He was a member of the Sigma Chi Fraternity. His spoken
album "America: Why I Love Her" became a surprise best-seller and Grammy nominee when it was released
in Reissued on CD in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of September 11, , it became a best-seller all over
again. Walsh said he was reading a biography on General "Mad" Anthony Wayne and suggested that name.
The studio liked the last name but not the first and decided on "John Wayne" as the final rendition. He once
made a cameo appearance on The Beverly Hillbillies In episode, The Beverly Hillbillies: The Indians Are
Coming Among his favorite leisure activities were playing bridge, poker, and chess. His grave finally
received a plaque in Grandfather of actor Brendan Wayne. Because his on-screen adventures involved the
slaying of a slew of Mexicans, Native Americans and Japanese, he has been called a racist by his critics. They
believe this was strengthened by a Playboy Magazine interview in which he suggested that blacks were not yet
qualified to hold high public office because "discrimination prevented them from receiving the kind of
education a political career requires". Yet all of his three wives were of Latin descent. Just on his sheer
popularity and his prominent political activism, the Republican party in supposedly asked him to run for
President of the USA, even though he had no previous political experience. He turned them down because he
did not believe America would take a movie star running for the President seriously. Received the DeMolay
Legion of Honor in He was a Master Mason. He later teamed up with director Howard Hawks to tell the story
his way in Rio Bravo Brother of Robert E. Addressed the Republican National Convention on its opening day
in It remained lit until the funeral four days later, Friday, June 15th, During the filming of The Undefeated ,
he fell from his horse and fractured three ribs. The director, Andrew V. McLaglen , could only film him from
an angle for the rest of the picture. His only concern throughout was not to disappoint his fans, despite being
in terrible pain. You know I never lie. He underwent surgery to have a cancerous left lung removed on
Thursday, September 17th, , in a six-hour operation. According to a Monday, June 27th, , "Us" magazine
article, Wayne said to his nurse from his room, "Let that son of a bitch come in. One day following surgery,
Wayne began coughing so violently he ruptured his stitches and damaged delicate tissue. Five days later they
drained the fluid and repaired the stitches. On Tuesday, December 29th, , Wayne held a press conference at his
Encino ranch, against the advice of his agent and advisers, where he announced, "I licked the Big C. I want to
go out on two feet, in action. Morrison had lung cancer. In November he once again commanded a top-ten
spot in the annual Harris Poll asking Americans to name their favorite movie star. No other deceased star has
achieved such ranking since Harris began asking the question in In a Gallup Poll, Americans selected Wayne
as their favorite movie star of all time. He has been in the top-ten of the Harris poll each and every year it has
come out, and usually in the top three. He is the only deceased actor to ever appear in this poll. He made
several films early in his career as a "singing" cowboy. His singing voice was supplied by a singer hidden off
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camera. Of his many film roles, his personal favorite was that of Ethan Edwards from The Searchers Wayne
even went so far as to name his son Ethan after that character. In , as it became known that Wayne was dying
of cancer, Barry Goldwater introduced legislation to award him the Congressional Gold Medal. The bill was
passed unanimously, and the medal was presented to the Wayne family in the following year. Wayne accepted
and arrived riding atop an armored personnel carrier manned by the "Black Knights" of Troop D, Fifth
Regiment. Wayne took the stage and ad-libbed his way through a series of derogatory questions with
adroitness, displaying an agile wit that completely won over the audience of students. Along with Charlton
Heston , Wayne was offered and turned down the role of Gen. Underwent surgery for an enlarged prostate in
December He did, however, recommend his friend James Arness for the role, and gave the on-camera
introduction in the pilot episode. In reality Wayne was never offered a TV series in the mids as he was a major
movie star. In Clint Eastwood wrote to Wayne, suggesting they star in a western together. Consequently
Eastwood did not reply and no film was made. It was not a film Wayne was fond of, since it presented a very
different view of the Vietnam War than his own movie, The Green Berets , had a decade earlier. He allegedly
turned down Dirty Harry because he felt the role of Harry Callahan was too far removed from his screen
image. He was too old. He was too old to play McQ, which was a poor copy of Bullitt ". He made three
movies with Kirk Douglas , despite the fact that the two men had very different political ideologies. Wayne
was a conservative Republican while Douglas was a very liberal Democrat. Wayne criticized Douglas for
playing Vincent van Gogh in Lust for Life , and publicly criticized him for hiring blacklisted screenwriter
Dalton Trumbo , one of the "Hollywood Ten", to write the screenplay for Spartacus Douglas later praised
Wayne as a true professional who would work with anybody if he felt they were right for the part. The two
made three movies together, but avoided discussing politics. Wayne publicly criticized director Sam
Peckinpah for his film The Wild Bunch , which he claimed "destroyed the myth of the Old West". He later
claimed to have considered himself a socialist during his first year of college. As a young actor in Hollywood,
he described himself as a liberal, and voted for Franklin D. Roosevelt in the presidential election. But even
then, he was not always in lockstep with the rest of the conservative movement - a fact that was nonetheless
unknown to the public until , when he openly differed with the Republican Party over the issue of the Panama
Canal. Conservatives wanted America to retain full control, but Wayne, believing that the Panamanians had
the right to the canal, sided with President Jimmy Carter and the Democrats to win passage of the treaty
returning the canal in the Senate. Carter openly credited Wayne with being a decisive factor in convincing
some Republican Senators to support the measure. Both dictators had considered Wayne to be a leading icon
of American democracy, and thus a symbol of resistance to Communism through his active support for
blacklisting in Hollywood, and they believed his death would be a major morale blow to the United States.
Returned to Harvard in January , at the height of his political activism, for a celebrity roast of himself. Wore a
toupee in every film from Wake of the Red Witch for the rest of his illustrious career. Following his retirement
from making movies in , Wayne received thousands of letters from fans who accused him of selling out by
advertising insurance in television commercials. Wayne responded that the six-figure sum he was offered to
star in the advertisements was too good to refuse. It was no surprise that Wayne would become such an
enduring icon. James Cagney and Cary Grant both retired from acting at The careers of other stars declined
considerably--both Henry Fonda and James Stewart ended up working on television series that wound up
being canceled. Wayne, however, continued to star in movies until , remaining one of the top ten US
box-office stars until The fact that all three of his wives were Latin-American surprised Hollywood; this was
the only "non-American" aspect of his life. For a year-old man with one lung this was very serious, and
eventually he was coughing so hard that he damaged a valve in his heart. This problem went undetected until
March , when he underwent emergency open heart surgery in Boston. On Friday, January 12th, , Wayne
entered hospital for gall bladder surgery, which turned in a nine and a half hour operation when doctors
discovered cancer in his stomach. His entire stomach was removed. On May 2nd, Wayne returned to the
hospital, where the cancer was found to have spread to his intestines. He went into a coma on Sunday, June
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10th, , and died at 5: Although it has often been written that Wayne was dying of cancer when he made The
Shootist , his final film, this is not actually true. Following the removal of his entire left lung in , he was
cancer-free for the next 12 years.
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A main distinction groups these different niches into two broad categories: The highlands show much more
climatic diversity, ranging from dry tropical to cold mountainous climates ; the dominant climate is temperate
with warm temperatures and moderate rainfall. Cultural sub-areas[ edit ] Several distinct sub-regions within
Mesoamerica are defined by a convergence of geographic and cultural attributes. These sub-regions are more
conceptual than culturally meaningful, and the demarcation of their limits is not rigid. The Maya area, for
example, can be divided into two general groups: The lowlands are further divided into the southern and
northern Maya lowlands. The southern Maya lowlands are generally regarded as encompassing northern
Guatemala , southern Campeche and Quintana Roo in Mexico , and Belize. The tallest mountain in
Mesoamerica is Pico de Orizaba , a dormant volcano located on the border of Puebla and Veracruz. The Sierra
Madre mountains, which consist of several smaller ranges, run from northern Mesoamerica south through
Costa Rica. The chain is historically volcanic. There are 83 inactive and active volcanoes within the Sierra
Madre range, including 11 in Mexico, 37 in Guatemala, 23 in El Salvador, 25 in Nicaragua, and 3 in
northwestern Costa Rica. According to the Michigan Technological University, [12] 16 of these are still
active. One important topographic feature is the Isthmus of Tehuantepec , a low plateau that breaks up the
Sierra Madre chain between the Sierra Madre del Sur to the north and the Sierra Madre de Chiapas to the
south. This area also represents the shortest distance between the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific Ocean in
Mexico. The northern side of the Isthmus is swampy and covered in dense jungleâ€”but the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec, as the lowest and most level point within the Sierra Madre mountain chain, was nonetheless a
main transportation, communication, and economic route within Mesoamerica. Bodies of water[ edit ] Outside
of the northern Maya lowlands, rivers are common throughout Mesoamerica. Some of the more important
ones served as loci of human occupation in the area. Additionally, no lakes exist in the northern peninsula.
The main source of water in this area is aquifers that are accessed through natural surface openings called
cenotes. The biodiversity is among the richest in the world, though the number of species in the red list of the
IUCN grows every year. Chronology and culture[ edit ] Main article: Mesoamerican chronology Tikal is one
of the largest archaeological sites, urban centers, and tourist attractions of the pre-Columbian Maya
civilization. The history of human occupation in Mesoamerica is divided into stages or periods. These are
known, with slight variation depending on region, as the Paleo-Indian , the Archaic , the Preclassic or
Formative , the Classic , and the Postclassic. The last three periods, representing the core of Mesoamerican
cultural fluorescence, are further divided into two or three sub-phases. Most of the time following the arrival
of the Spanish in the 16th century is classified as the Colonial period. The differentiation of early periods i.
The Classic period through the Postclassic are differentiated by the cyclical crystallization and fragmentation
of the various political entities throughout Mesoamerica. Paleo-Indian[ edit ] The Mesoamerican Paleo-Indian
period precedes the advent of agriculture and is characterized by a nomadic hunting and gathering subsistence
strategy. Big-game hunting, similar to that seen in contemporaneous North America , was a large component
of the subsistence strategy of the Mesoamerican Paleo-Indian. These sites had obsidian blades and Clovis
-style fluted projectile points. Archaic[ edit ] The Archaic period â€” BC is characterized by the rise of
incipient agriculture in Mesoamerica. The initial phases of the Archaic involved the cultivation of wild plants,
transitioning into informal domestication and culminating with sedentism and agricultural production by the
close of the period. Transformations of natural environments have been a common feature at least since the
mid Holocene [14]. Archaic sites include Sipacate in Escuintla , Guatemala, where maize pollen samples date
to c.
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She is an early modernist music historian with strong interests in renaissance literature and the history of
ideas. While at the Newberry, Dr. Bank is beginning research for a book on non-lexical vocables and musical
meaning in early modern English song. A New York native, she has now lived for 35 years in the state of
North Carolina. She received her B. Bilinkoff is the author of The Avila of Saint Teresa: Discovering the Holy
in the Americas, Her research and teaching focus on religion, gender, life-writing, and constructions of
memory in early modern Europe and its colonies, especially Spain. The History, Mystery and Memory of a
Spanish Saint, takes a fresh look at a figure lionized in modern times as a mystic, spiritual guide, and one of
the finest poets in the Spanish language. Yet relatively little is known about him as a person, and few
historians have examined his life or cult as a Catholic saint. Her goal is not to write a conventional biography,
but rather, undertake a critical study of the manifold, at times, conflicting meanings that John of the Cross has
held for individuals and communities, both during and after his lifetime. She received her Ph. Andrews in
Scotland and an A. She is the author of Memory Lands: It explores the myriad ways in which tribal nations
and communities of color responded to, shaped, and resisted Euro-American efforts to contain, manage, and
assess them. The project centers Indigenous forms of knowledge-keeping and history-making, and draws upon
oral traditions, material culture, the built environment, and archival as well as print sources in order to bring to
light under-recognized histories of maintaining sovereignty, culture, and community in the era preceding and
following the American Revolution. He received his Ph. His written work has appeared in scholarly journals
including Ancient Mesoamerica and the International Journal of Historical Archeology. The Lives and
Afterlives of Sacred Space at San Miguel Achiutla, Oaxaca, Mexico examines how indigenous residents of a
single community in southern Mexico have continuously manipulated, dismantled, and repurposed sacred
space and architecture, including Prehispanic temples and Christian churches, over one thousand years. The
project traces how sacred spaces have remained bound with notions of identity and negotiations of power from
pre-Hispanic times to the modern day. In broad terms, the manuscript is designed to make interdisciplinary
interventions in Anthropology, Ethnohistory, and Art History by highlighting the importance of space,
materiality, and social memory in the maintenance of communities. Her research interests concern collecting
practices, the interactions between various arts including the so-called alchemical arts , and the visual and
spatial imagery of interiority and the imagination. Her most recent books include Last Things: Mochizuki,
Intersections 53 Brill, ; and Solitudo: Enenkel, Intersections 56 Brill, How was gold used, imagined,
theorized, and metaphorized in the pictorial arts at the turn of the seventeenth century and at a historical
moment when New World silver was flooding into the market? Her study aims at a reevaluation of early
seventeenth-century painting as a site of exchange where artificial and natural creation, ingenuity and wealth,
and the moral, material, and aesthetic values of art are reconfigured and redefined in an increasingly
interconnected world. It responds to a disciplinary need for early modern studies connecting histories and
historiographies that have often been treated as separate from each other. Mellon Foundation Fellow Carmen
Y. Her research on early modern Spanish theater, Cervantes, relaciones de sucesos news pamphlets , and
Iberian-Asian relations has appeared in leading literary journals and edited volumes. He is working on a book
manuscript entitled Unsettling Territory: His book also examines the origins of recent litigation between the
Oneida Nation and the Village of Hobart, a mostly non-Native municipality that is located within the
boundaries of the Oneida Reservation and seeks to block the tribe from recovering land that was lost a century
ago. Koenig is a medieval historian specializing in the history of medicine in society. In History from
Northwestern University. She is a past recipient of a Fulbright Fellowship and for the past five years has
taught at the University of South Florida. Her primary fields of research and teaching involve the history of
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medieval Europe, the history of madness and mental illness, and the social history of late medieval Germany.
She is the author of several articles and book chapters related to the history of medieval madness and recently
completed her first book manuscript,Wandering Minds: Madness, Medicine and Society in Southeastern
Germany from to Comprised of German and Latin texts that offered basic instruction in both spiritual and
medical matters, this manuscript was a valued possession of the Nuremberg burgher and was eventually
passed down to his son. It thus taught generations of Ortels how to pray, what psalms to memorize, when to
have their blood let, and what foods to avoid based on the seasons. Koenig explores the spread of medical
literacy, particularly related to bloodletting, into vernacular spaces and the popular culture in late medieval
Germany. Her work focuses on the imagery of violence in early modern French, English and Italian literature,
analyzing the rhetorics of suffering and brutality that shape the politics of the early modern Self and State. It
investigates the ways that sympathy counterintuitively enables force when shifted from victims onto
perpetrators or institutions. His most recent article in English Literary History considers the modern reception
and editions of Old English proverb poems by the antiquarian George Hickes, and thus lays the foundations
for his research at the Newberry. He grew up as a chorister at Llandaff Cathedral, also studying the organ,
piano, and trumpet. At fourteen, he was appointed Organist at St. He later joined the faculty of the Blackheath
Conservatoire of Music, London. John Episcopal , Albuquerque, New Mexico. He is presently Director of
Music and Organist at St. Thomas Episcopal Church, Thomasville, Georgia. He has also completed Editions
of the previously unpublished organ works and early Christmas cantata of Samuel Barber G. He is the author
of two books: Her first monograph Asian Slaves in Colonial Mexico: Seijas is co-author of Spanish Dollars
and Sister Republics: She is co-editor of book reviews for the Hispanic American Historical Review and
serves on the board of Ethnohistory. As a historian, Seijas seeks to cross historiographical and geographical
frontiers to reconstruct the everyday experiences of people who were born without the privileges of power.
Her aim is to include their stories in the historical narratives of the early modern period and nineteenth
century, when indigenous peoples around the world confronted European colonialism. More specifically, she
focuses on the economic and social lives of people who lived in the Philippines and Mexico.
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Her insistence on community and coalition-building united feminist concerns with issues of race, gender,
class, sexuality, health, and spirituality. When she was eleven, the family moved to Hargill, Texas in order to
provide the children with greater educational opportunities. An avid reader as a child, Gloria began
experimenting with writing through journal entries, poetry, and short fiction while still in high school. She
then served as a liaison between migrant camps and school officials in Indiana, and it was during her time
there that she began her writing in earnest. This awareness was the first step in her decision to edit the
anthology which would later become This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color.
Resolving to dedicate herself and her life to her writing, she moved to San Francisco, where she juggled a
number of temporary jobs in order to devote time to her writing. She also began to travel around the country
doing her "gigs," or speaking engagements, as recognition of her work mounted after the release of This
Bridge Called My Back. The New Mestiza, which was published in In , she began work on her dissertation.
Tentatively titled "Lloronas--Women Who Wail: However, the demands of her professional life as a writer
and speaker, together with the diagnosis of Type I diabetes in the early s, compelled her to put aside her
graduate work for the time being. Rather than continue with the dissertation she had drafted in the early s, she
entirely revised her dissertation project, incorporating previously published essays and writing several new
chapters. Again collaborating with Keating, she published the highly anticipated anthology, this bridge we call
home: She also taught and collaborated more informally, organizing writing groups for women of color. Her
book on the writing process was one of many projects she was working on when she passed away.
Borderlands was named one of the 38 best books of by the Library Journal, and was selected by the Utne
Reader for inclusion in their Loose Canon, a list of works that "broaden, deepen, or define the experience of
being alive. She was awarded her Ph. Interview with Karin Ikas. Aunt Lute Books, Creative and Critical
Perspectives by Women of Color. Aunt Lute Foundation, Keating, AnaLouise, and Randy Conner.
Photograph by Annie F. The files are arranged primarily alphabetically by individual or organization name,
though there is a subseries of correspondence arranged by subject, such as her writing and reprint
correspondence, or letters relating to projects such as the Mundo Zurdo reading series or the Third World
Women Speakers List. The works are arranged alphabetically by title. Other works, both published and
unpublished, are then listed alphabetically in Nonfiction, Fiction, Poetry, and Editorial categories.
Photographs and Audiovisual Materials. Series four, Gigs and Teaching , contains correspondence, publicity,
administrative materials, and some written works related to her speaking engagements. This series is arranged
chronologically. Series five, Phone logs, Calendars, and Address Books , is arranged chronologically within
each format of material. These are arranged in four sub-series: Many are scholarly journal articles that appear
to have been used for her graduate studies, and other articles, clipped out of popular magazines and
newspapers, are of more general interest. Texas anti-affirmative action case, and the Loma Prieta earthquake.
This is an ongoing project, and interested researchers should contact the rare books reading room for this
information. Some of the material in this collection may not be photocopied, and permission of the Trust is
required before publication, in whole or in part, of any materials written or produced by Ms.
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Population history of indigenous peoples of the Americas and Columbian Exchange Cultural areas of North
America at time of European contact The European colonization of the Americas fundamentally changed the
lives and cultures of the native peoples of the continents. The majority of these losses are attributed to the
introduction of Afro-Eurasian diseases into the Americas. Epidemics ravaged the Americas with diseases such
as smallpox , measles , and cholera , which the early colonists and African slaves brought from Europe. The
disease spread was slow initially, as Europeans were poor vectors for transferring the disease due to their
natural exposure. This changed with the mass importation of Western and Central Africans slaves, who like
the Native Americans lacked any resistances to the diseases of Europe and Northern Africa. These two groups
were able to maintain a population large enough for diseases such as smallpox to spread rapidly amongst
themselves. By , the disease had spread throughout South America and had arrived at the Plata basin.
European colonists perpetrated massacres on the indigenous groups and enslaved them. Two months later,
after consultation with the Audencia of Santo Domingo, Enriquillo was offered any part of the island to live in
peace. The Laws of Burgos, â€” , were the first codified set of laws governing the behavior of Spanish settlers
in America, particularly with regard to native Indians. The laws forbade the maltreatment of natives and
endorsed their conversion to Catholicism. Drawing accompanying text in Book XII of the 16th-century
Florentine Codex compiled â€” , showing Nahuas of conquest-era central Mexico suffering from smallpox
Various theories for the decline of the Native American populations emphasize epidemic diseases, conflicts
with Europeans, and conflicts among warring tribes. Among the various contributing factors, epidemic disease
was the overwhelming cause of the population decline of the American natives. Smallpox was only the first
epidemic. Typhus probably in , influenza and smallpox together in , smallpox again in , diphtheria in , measles
in â€”all ravaged the remains of Inca culture. Smallpox killed millions of native inhabitants of Mexico. After
the land bridge separated the human populations of the Old World and the New World, the Native Americans
lost many of the immunities their ancestors possessed. In addition, Europeans acquired many diseases, like
cow pox, from domestication of animals that the Native Americans did not have access to. While Europeans
adapted to these diseases, there was no way for Native Americans to acquire those diseases and build up
resistances to them. Finally, many of the European diseases that were brought over to the Americas were
diseases, like yellow fever , that were relatively manageable if infected as a child, but were deadly if infected
as an adult. Children could survive the disease and that individual would have immunity to the disease for the
rest of their life. Upon contact with the adult populations of Native Americans, these childhood diseases were
very fatal. Their culture was destroyed by Only had survived by the year , though the bloodlines continued
through to the modern populace. In Amazonia, indigenous societies weathered, and continue to suffer,
centuries of colonization and genocide. As it had done elsewhere, the virus wiped out entire population-groups
of Native Americans. Some of these animals escaped and began to breed and increase their numbers in the
wild. By domesticating horses, some tribes had great success:
Chapter 7 : Architect of Dreams -- The Theatrical Vision of Joseph Urban
Above: The Rio Grande Rise comprises two major seafloor features: a north-south string of seamounts that forms the
eastern Rio Grande Rise, and an elliptical plateau that forms the western Rio Grande Rise, the focus of the
January-February research cruise.
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DOWNLOAD PDF THE SPREADING OF COLOR : SACRED SCRIPTS AND
THE GENESIS OF THE RIO GRANDE
Chapter 8 : Indigenous peoples of the Americas - Wikipedia
The diglossic role of Spanish and Towa in House Made of Dawn is explored as a possible expression of factionalism at
Jemez Pueblo. The interruption of the narrative voice by Spanish utterances is.

Chapter 9 : Mestiz@ Scripts, Digital Migrations, and the Territories of Writing : Damian Baca :
In both Codex Espangliensis and Frederico Vigil's "The Genesis of the Rio Grande," the subject of Chapter Five, Baca
seizes on the correspondence of writing and painting in the Nahuatl word Taquilolitztli, "to spread color on hard
surfaces." In the latter, the focus of the analysis is on the historicity of Vigil's artistic material.
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